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 PRAIRIE DOG TALES  
THE “IN DEPTH” PERIODICAL 

WE BURROW INTO THE ISSUES TO DIG OUT THE DETAILS ON MATTERS AFFECTING PRAIRIE DOGS… AND THEIR PALS. 
 

Volume 15, Issue 1 June 2020 

Dear prairie dog pals,  
 
We hope that you are well and staying safe during these trying times.  Find herein the tales of our 2019 season.  
But first we’d like to recognize some important transitions made by three special prairie dog pals. 
 
PDP Says So Long To A Good Friend 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We were already relocating prairie dogs to the refuge when Jon arrived, but having a dedicated biologist to work 
with was a huge asset for us.  Jon quickly increased his knowledge of Gunnison’s prairie dogs, and his humble 
manner made him a joy to work with.  His insights and organizational skills made prairie dog releases go 
smoothly.  Under Jon’s direction, we made significant progress.  We are so thankful for his leadership and 
commitment to the Gunnison’s prairie dog reintroduction program! 
 
No seeker of knowledge stays still for long.  In 2019, it was time for Jon to seek out new challenges and broaden 
his expertise.  He has taken the position of Assistant Refuge Manager at Rio Mora NWR northwest of Las 
Vegas, New Mexico.  Established in 2012, this 4,224-acre refuge is situated between the Great Plains and the 
southern Rocky Mountains and includes riparian, grassland, woodland, and wetland habitats.  In addition to 

 

For 11 years, we in PDP had the pleasure of working 
with a consummate professional in our mission to 
advance prairie dog conservation.  During that time, 
Jon E. was the biologist at the Sevilleta National 
Wildlife Refuge. 
 
Growing up in Washington State, Jon gained his love 
for the outdoors going on trips with the Boy Scouts of 
America, eventually earning the rank of Eagle Scout.  
He earned his Bachelor of Science degree in biology 
from the University of Portland in Oregon.  After 
graduation, he joined the Student Conservation 
Association and moved around the country working on 
various conservation projects.  
 
Jon joined the Sevilleta NWR staff in August 2008.  As 
the refuge’s biologist, he worked on many projects, 
including riparian habitat restoration for the 
southwestern willow flycatcher, invasive species plant 
removal (focusing on salt cedar), and wildlife 
monitoring using motion-activated cameras.  But the 
project that especially endeared him to us was, of 
course, the reintroduction of Gunnison’s prairie dogs. 
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many of the same species that live on the Sevilleta NWR, Rio Mora NWR hosts American bison.  Jon is excited 
about this new opportunity.  While we will miss working with him at the Sevilleta NWR, we wish him all the best 
in his new adventure.  Happy trails, Jon!  
 
Longtime Steward Becky D. Retires 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
“Even in the city, we have these complex relationships all around us,” she said and related how there always 
seemed to be some small surprise that called for joy, such as catching sight of a blue-tailed lizard scampering 
about.  And of course, there was always the reward of seeing the prairie dogs excitedly munching on the 
provisions that she delivered. 
 
Though retiring from stewardship, Becky is not quitting PDP—she’s just changing her mission.  When the 
current situation that requires us to keep social distance is over, Becky plans to assist Jim T. with outreach.  We 
are thankful for the 12-plus years that Becky dedicated to stewardship and know that she will be a huge asset in 
outreach as well.  Thank you, Becky, for all that you do!  
 
Need For New Stewards 
 
Many of the remaining prairie dog colonies in Albuquerque exist on land that does not have adequate vegetation 
to support their nutritional needs.  This is why one of PDP’s missions is stewardship.  Between Becky and 
Bobbie, they have for years supplied supplemental food to the prairie dogs living at the east Albuquerque 
freeway interchanges.  We have long been in awe of the stamina shown by these two ladies.  We were already in 
need of more stewards before Becky retired.  Now the need is greater than ever.  The more people we have to 
do this important task, the less the burden will be on any one person.  If you feel called to make an active 
contribution to the prairie dogs, please consider becoming a steward.  If you want to find out more about this 
unique opportunity, please call Debbie S. at 505-205-7966.  

In 2007, Becky D. and her sister-in-law, Linda, who was visiting 
Albuquerque, decided to take Linda’s basset hounds for a walk.  As 
they strolled along the Tramway Blvd. walking path, they stopped to 
read an informational sign about prairie dogs that had been installed by 
PDP volunteers back in 2003.  Being retired, Becky had some spare 
time on her hands and decided to call the phone number on the sign to 
inquire about volunteer opportunities.  She learned that there was a 
need to provide supplemental food to prairie dog colonies located in 
areas where there was insufficient vegetation. 
 
Becky took over the daunting task of feeding colonies alongside the 
on- and off-ramps of Interstate 40.  The freeway colonies were the 
most in need, but the terrain at some of those ramps also posed the 
greatest challenge.  Every Sunday, Becky provided life-saving nutrition 
to prairie dog colonies at the Eubank Blvd. and Juan Tabo Blvd. 
interchanges.  On Saturdays, she helped Bobbie C. feed the prairie 
dogs surrounding the Tramway Blvd. interchange. 
 
Unfortunately, one day while feeding in 2019, Becky fell on her right 
knee, significantly injuring her patella.  She has recovered, but at 72, 
Becky feels that her knee doesn’t have the resiliency to allow her to 
continue feeding.  She described her years of stewardship as a 
rewarding experience because it “exposed her to ecology and the 
interrelationships of nature.” 
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Board Member Takes On a New Role 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ana was a driving force behind the prairie dog reintroduction program at Sevilleta NWR.  Having witnessed the 
decline in the prairie dog population while conducting her research, she decided to partner with a colleague, 
scientist Mike F., and prairie dog relocator Paula M. to initiate a Gunnison’s reintroduction program.  The first 
phase of the project required excavation and the construction of many artificial burrows.  Sharyn was there as 
well, documenting the process with her camera and lending a hand where she could.  Over a five-year period, the 
group relocated many prairie dogs to the refuge.  The effort was eventually taken over by PDP under the 
direction of U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Biologist Jon E. 
 
Sharyn continued to aid her daughter whenever she could.  Ana took full advantage of her mom’s talents, asking 
her to provide detailed hand-drawn illustrations and photographs to augment her scientific papers, of which 
there have been many.  Ana is now a highly respected research scientist in the field of ecology and conservation 
and is considered one of the foremost experts on Gunnison’s prairie dogs. 
 
Teaching and research opportunities drew Ana away from New Mexico, but Sharyn continued to be an active 
member of PDP.  When an emergency rescue in 2012 filled the staging facility with 400 prairie dogs, Sharyn 
helped feed the prairie dogs until they were ready for release.  She also created beautiful fired-clay prairie dog 
wind chimes for us to sell.  In February 2013, PDP President Yvonne B. asked Sharyn to join the board.  She 
knew that we could use Sharyn’s skills as an artist and photographer to promote our organization.  Sharyn did 
not disappoint!  She soon designed and created more works of art for PDP to sell, key chains with the imprint of 
an actual prairie dog’s paw captured in bronze metal clay. 
 
As Valentine’s Day 2014 approached, Sharyn happened to spy a valentine with a Photo-shopped image of a cute 
animal and decided to design one of her own using one of the many photographs that she’d taken of prairie 
dogs.  C. Rex posted the image on our Facebook page, and it was an instant hit!  St. Patrick’s Day rolled around, 
and she created another.  As the months passed, each holiday image posted garnered more views and likes.  To 
date, she has created 108 of these whimsical pictures.  Starting in 2017, she’d gather each year’s pictures and 

Sharyn D. served as a PDP board member from 2013 to 2019.  
As an artist and amateur photographer, her skills have enhanced 
our reach on social media and boosted our fundraising. 
 
It’s hard to tell the story of Sharyn’s connection to PDP 
without also telling that of her daughter, Ana.  Sharyn was 
introduced to PDP as a result of Ana’s passion for nature and 
wildlife.  Ana was just 18 in 1994 when she started volunteering 
with PDP, trapping and releasing prairie dogs alongside our 
founder, Liz G.  Sharyn often tagged along to help. 
 
Her experience volunteering with PDP confirmed for Ana that 
she wanted to pursue a career in wildlife conservation.  While 
earning her Bachelor of Science degree in biology at the 
University of New Mexico, Ana conducted field work at the 
Sevilleta NWR and became even more fascinated with prairie 
dogs.  It had already been established that black-tailed prairie 
dogs are a keystone species.  For her Ph.D. dissertation, Ana 
conducted the first quantitative study measuring the relationship 
between Gunnison’s prairie dogs and other animal species and 
vegetation, providing the evidence that they also served as a 
keystone species.  
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design a calendar to sell.  In 2018, she made some of her pictures into actual greeting cards, which we’ve sold at 
outreach events and on our website. 
 
In November of 2019, Sharyn was blessed with a grandchild, Ana’s son, Aiden.  She stepped down from her 
position on the PDP board, but still plans to work on art projects for us as “grandma time” allows.  Thank you, 
Sharyn, for sharing your talent and creativity for the sake of the prairie dogs!  
 
Yips & Nips 
 
Yips! to Sara S. for her incredibly generous monetary donation to our cause!  PDP is able to continue its mission 
to save prairie dogs because of our many benefactors. 
 
Yips! to Jane L. for naming PDP the beneficiary of her legacy. 
 
Yips! to Shirley P. for the massive donation she made to our yard sale inventory.  Yard sales are now our major 
fundraising effort each year, and Shirley’s donation made a huge impact on the success of our 2019 sales. 
 
Yips! to Jim T. for raising funds by asking his many Facebook friends to donate to PDP in honor of his birthday. 
 
Yips! to Paul P. for signing PDP up for the Buffalo Exchange’s 5-cent donation program. 
 
Yips! to Costco for providing un-sellable produce to our stewardship program.  These regular donations go a 
long way toward stretching our food budget. 
 
Nips! to politically appointed decision-makers at the EPA for using a backdoor approval process—so called 
“emergency” approvals—to ramp up otherwise unlawful use of neonicotinoids—pesticides that the agency’s 
own scientists recognize as “very highly toxic” to bees.  These neonicotinoid pesticides are a leading cause of the 
worldwide decline in bees and other pollinators.  The real emergency will come when there aren’t enough 
pollinators to ensure our food supply! 
 
Nips! to the Trump EPA for using the coronavirus pandemic as an excuse to suspend monitoring, reporting, and 
enforcement requirements under several key environmental laws, including the Clean Water Act, Clean Air Act, 
Safe Drinking Water Act, Resource Conservation and Recovery Act, and Emergency Planning and Community 
Right‐to‐Know Act.  It’s especially troubling in view of the fact that toxic air pollutants exacerbate asthma, 
breathing problems, and cardiovascular disease, health problems that increase vulnerability to the virus. 
 
Nips! to the Trump administration for eliminating longstanding protections for our nation’s waters under the 
Clean Water Act by narrowing the criteria for what waterways should be protected.  Polluters will be able to pave 
over wetlands and dump pesticides, mining waste, and other pollutants directly into these now-unprotected 
waterways, including approximately half of all wetlands in the U.S. and potentially millions of miles of streams.  
A leaked EPA analysis indicates that arid states like Arizona, New Mexico, and Nevada could lose protections 
for the vast majority of their waters. 
 
Note: A good place to keep up on assaults being waged against our wildlife and the lands, waters, and climate 
they depend on for survival is the Center for Biological Diversity’s website: 
http://www.biologicaldiversity.org/news/breaking/  
 

“You cannot get through a single day without having an impact on the world around you. 
What you do makes a difference, and you have to decide what kind of difference you want to make.” 

                                                                         ― Jane Goodall 
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Owlville  
 
As a keystone species, prairie dogs directly and/or indirectly support at least 150 other species of wildlife.  In 
2019, PDP had the opportunity to help one of these other species, simply by relocating prairie dogs.  While 
burrowing owls are capable of digging their own burrows, they prefer to make use of burrows left vacant by 
prairie dogs or ground squirrels, so it is not uncommon to find burrowing owls wherever there are prairie dogs.  
One such area where prairie dogs and burrowing owls have lived side-by-side is on a 60-acre tract of land just 
west of Interstate 25 in Los Lunas, dubbed Owlville by a small group of dedicated environmentalists who 
monitor the site.  Two members of that group are prairie dog pals Liz and Guy D., who are also co-founders of 
Wildlife Conservation Advocacy Southwest, of which Liz serves as director. 
 
The land is owned by an investment group, one member of which is a commercial real estate broker who has 
been trying to sell the property for some time.  He has made full disclosure to potential buyers that there are 
burrowing owls present on the property.  Burrowing owls are a “protected” species covered under the Migratory 
Bird Treaty Act, but the current administration has taken steps to weaken protections afforded by the act.  Prior 
to December 2017, violations were prosecuted by the U.S. Department of Justice, but now there are virtually no 
consequences.  Should a buyer be found, there is nothing to stop them from developing that parcel of land.  Liz 
and Guy have been working with the broker/owner for some time, and he has been receptive to ideas to save 
the owls. 
 
Burrowing owls migrate yearly and usually return to the same site, frequently reusing the same nest several years 
in a row.  In the past, where the presence of burrowing owls has conflicted with development interests, people 
have resorted to trapping and relocating them, which is difficult and requires a federal permit.  Relocation is 
generally prone to failure, as relocated owls will often return to the same property the following year.  In 
addition, studies have shown that relocation efforts result in high morbidity rates.  The stress of capture and 
relocation makes the owls more susceptible to disease, and if family members are separated in the process, it can 
seriously stunt the development of juveniles.  A better approach is to employ passive relocation techniques and 
encourage the owls to relocate on their own accord. 
 
At PDP’s February 2019 annual meeting, Liz and Guy made an impassioned plea for us to relocate the prairie 
dogs from the Owlville site.  Without open burrows on the 60-acre parcel up for sale, the owls might be 
persuaded to settle on open land to the west (which is less likely to be developed) or, better yet, to state trust 
land to the north.  The owls typically migrate to South America in October, return north in February or March, 
and begin nesting in late March or early April.  The prairie dogs were still tucked in their burrows sleeping, so we 
had to wait to set the plan in motion, but we made it our first priority for spring operations in 2019.  In the 
meantime, there were preparations to be made, such as securing a business license and fire hydrant permit from 
the Village of Los Lunas. 
 
Winter stretched a bit into spring, and temperatures finally allowed us to start work in mid-March, thankfully just 
in time before the owls birthed their young.  We had plenty of help from Guy and Liz and the other folks who 
had been so dedicated to watching over the site and protecting the owls.  They were able to point out the owl-
occupied burrows for us so that we could take care not to disturb the owls.  The parcel of land had obviously 
once been home to a thriving prairie dog colony, but we found many burrows that were no longer occupied.  
That is likely why the burrowing owls had been attracted to the site.  Though the area is large, there were not 
that many open prairie dog burrows to flush, so C. Rex and Ray W. were able to flush several times within a 
week and, as always, covered the burrows after flushing.  They relocated ten prairie dogs from the site. 
 
Through 2019, the monitors maintained careful watch over Owlville.  There were five to ten nests, and the owls 
gave birth to a total of about 20 chicks.  Only one owl remained in residence over the winter.  The owner/broker 
contributed to the effort by filling the vacated burrows.  When the owls returned in spring 2020, the monitors 
noticed that some of them did indeed find new burrows to the west.  As for the plot of land up for sale, there are 
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still a few burrowing owls and a couple of prairie dogs on it, but Liz reports that the passive relocation effort has 
been largely successful.  Hopefully, the remaining owls will join the others when they return from migration next 
year.  We were happy to help protect another species in the prairie dog’s ecosystem.  
 
Debbie’s First Singleton 
 
Debbie S., who fulfills so many roles in support of prairie dogs—steward, food procurer and distributor, yard 
sale host—has added yet another skill to her resume—singleton rescuer.  But first a little history … there once 
was a thriving prairie dog colony on a vacant lot just west of the gas station/convenience store at the corner of 
Menaul and Tramway Blvds.  The owner of the lot refused to work with PDP and instead poisoned the prairie 
dogs in 2007.  He subsequently died (karma?), but the poison remained in the burrows, continuing to kill any 
wildlife that found and consumed it.  It took years for the poison to degrade and/or be diluted by each year’s 
monsoon, but eventually wildlife began to re-colonize the site, including prairie dogs that moved in from the 
Tramway right-of-way. 
 
Fearing that the site would be developed, PDP began trapping and flushing there in 2014.  We only caught two 
prairie dogs that year and the next.  (Based on our experience, prairie dogs at sites that have been poisoned are 
more wary and harder to capture.)  In 2016, we finally started having success, capturing 46 prairie dogs over that 
spring and summer.  We hoped to finish clearing the site the following spring, but before year’s end, learned that 
a developer was planning to build apartments there.  We were delighted when Jason B. of Fair and Square 
Builders contacted us in January 2017 to request humane removal of the prairie dogs, but worried that they 
would not emerge from torpor in time to save them.  Fortunately, a delay in construction allowed us the time we 
needed.  We relocated the remaining prairie dogs (it turned out there were only three left), plus three rats, a 
squirrel, and lots of mice. 
 
In mid-March last year, PDP received a call for help from a resident of one of those apartments.  He was about 
to let his dog out when, to his surprise, he saw a prairie dog in his yard.  It was most likely a prairie dog from the 
Tramway Blvd. right-of-way that got chased away from its burrow and lost its way.  Margaret D., PDP’s board 
member in charge of singleton rescues, was dealing with a personal issue at the time, so she asked Debbie to go 
assess the situation. 
 
The first building in the complex consists of six apartments lined up north to south with the backyards abutting 
the gas station to the east.  Debbie rang the doorbell at apartment #2, the fifth one away from the gas station 
driveway.  She was greeted by a young man in his twenties.  When the two of them looked in his backyard, there 
was no sign of the prairie dog.  The yards were divided by cinder block walls with a rectangular hole at the 
bottom of each to allow for drainage.  Guessing that the prairie dog had escaped through the hole in the wall, 
they went to each of the adjoining apartments to inquire if they could check the backyard.  Every resident was 
nice enough to oblige, but Debbie and the young man were still unable to locate the prairie dog.  Finally, they 
spotted it sitting on the curb beside the busy gas station’s driveway. 
 
Debbie, not normally tasked with singleton rescue, had no equipment with her to catch the wayward rodent.  
The prairie dog literally had its back to the wall, and it was all she could do to stand between it and the traffic on 
Menaul, hoping it would not run in that direction.  The young man raced back to his apartment to see what he 
could find to aid in the rescue while Debbie made desperate phone calls to see if anyone could bring a net and a 
kennel.  Her only hope was that C. Rex was on his way back from flushing out of town, and Yvonne B. had 
apprised him of Debbie’s situation.  The young man returned with a box and some towels.  Afraid that trying to 
catch the prairie dog would lead to its bolting into traffic on Menaul, Debbie opted instead to wait for C. Rex.  
She and the young man stood there for 35 or 40 minutes holding the towels up to block the prairie dog’s view 
toward the boulevard. 
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Debbie breathed a sigh of relief when C. Rex arrived.  The young man continued holding up his towel to block 
the view to the south, and Debbie and C. Rex stood on either side, each with a net in hand.  Together, they all 
moved slowly forward.  As they closed in, the prairie dog was facing toward C. Rex, but it turned and ran into 
Debbie’s net.  She had the presence of mind to flip her wrist so that the net twisted and surrounded the prairie 
dog.  C. Rex declared, “Wow, that’s your first singleton—you’re a natural!”  He held the kennel door open while 
Debbie untwisted the net and let the small male prairie dog drop down into the kennel.  Then they both offered 
thanks to the young man who so generously and patiently had given of his time to help an animal in need.  
 
A Season of Orphans 
 
Our 2019 season was complicated by the high number of orphans that ended up in our care.  Historically, 
Albuquerque’s Gunnison’s prairie dogs have given birth around May 1 each year, and after being weaned, the 
pups would arise from the burrows about 30 days later.  The earliest births we’d witnessed in the past happened 
one April 17, when we were surprised by pups being born in our staging facility.  Obviously, that is something 
we try to avoid, but if it does happen, we care for the moms and the pups until summer, when the pups are big 
enough and old enough to be released.  It is not ideal because the pups miss out on valuable teaching time in 
native habitat. 
 
After that year when pups were born in the staging facility, we shortened our spring capture season to lessen the 
chance of it happening again.  Unfortunately, climate change has introduced a cloud of unpredictability to our 
plans.  During the 2019 spring capture season, C. Rex captured two female prairie dogs at the southeast corner 
of Montgomery and Tramway Blvds., the first of which gave birth to five pups on April 1!  A week later the 
other female also birthed five pups. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

As per our protocol, we would have 
kept these two moms and their pups 
in the staging facility and released 
them come summer, but there were 
complications.  It soon became clear 
that the first litter of pups had a 
problem with their teeth—likely a 
congenital birth defect.  Because their 
incisor teeth were misaligned, they 
were overly long, with the top ones 
growing toward the back of their 
throats and the bottom ones growing 
up in front of their noses.  We hoped 
that if we trimmed the teeth, they 
might correct as the pups ate hay.  
 
The second mom died within a few 
days of giving birth.  We suspect that 
she did not have enough body mass 
to sustain herself and her pups.  
Yvonne B. took over the job of 
nursing the five pups by syringe.  As 
young as they were, it required 
Yvonne to feed them every couple of 
hours at first. 
 

 
Yvonne feeds one of the pups by syringe 
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After Yvonne gave Brownie a couple of syringes of formula, Amanda cuddled him in her hands as she expressed 
how hard it was to give him up.  It was her daughter, Juniper, who so maturely had said that they needed to get 
him back with other prairie dogs.  Yvonne folded the little guy into the litter that she was already syringe-feeding, 
and he seemed to fit right in.  Considering Brownie’s low body weight, his survival was in question, but having 
an instant new family no doubt provided a psychological benefit. 
 
It wasn’t long before Yvonne received another call for help.  In late May, several non-commissioned officers 
were on a break during a training exercise on Kirtland Air Force Base when they noticed a tiny prairie dog pup 
on the ground in front of them.  Amazingly, it was not avoiding them but stumbling toward them as if it was 
desperate for their help!  One of the sergeants found a towel and carefully wrapped the little pup in it.  The 
others scanned the nearby burrows and found another pup, dead, with flies swarming about it.  Surely, the pups’ 
mom had died, and without her, they were starving. 
 
The sergeants called a veterinarian, who gave them the number of another wildlife rescuer, who referred them to 
PDP.  Staff Sergeant Tara C. spoke with Yvonne B. and told her that the pup was curled up in a ball and not 
very warm to the touch.  Yvonne replied that she would try to save it if someone could bring it to her, as she did 
not have access to the base.  Tara’s duty day was far from over, so she called her wife, Amanda, and begged her 
to drive to base to get the little one and take it to Yvonne.  They lived not far from Yvonne, so it would take 
time for Amanda to get to base and back. 
 
Yvonne waited anxiously for her little patient to arrive.  Amanda was carrying a small box.  She pulled back the 
towel inside to reveal a seriously underweight male pup.  He weighed in at only 77 grams, even less than little 
Brownie had.  Tara had asked that the little pup be called Einar, a Norse name meaning “lone fighter.”  He 
would certainly need to fight to survive.  Yvonne filled a syringe with warm formula and squeezed a drop into his 
mouth.  Within a few seconds, he began to suck and swallow and was able to take a couple of syringes.  Yvonne 
made a little nest for him with cloths in a plastic bin.  Every two hours she held Einar and slowly squeezed the 
warm milk into his mouth.  Sadly, poor little Einar ultimately lost his fight.  He passed away a few days later. 
 
Yvonne was still syringe-feeding little Brownie and the five pups whose mom had died.  It took a while for 
Brownie to catch up to the others in weight, but he eventually did.  Yvonne returned them all to the staging 
facility with the intention of sending them out on the spring release.  Unfortunately, we were unable to integrate 
the orphan pups with an adoptive mom, and whenever they heard the sound of Yvonne’s voice, they instantly 
stood up excitedly.  The decision was made to place the pups with experienced caregivers. 
 

On Friday, May 17, Yvonne received a call 
from Amanda S., of Farmington, reporting 
that she had found a baby prairie dog curled 
up on the ground next to the running track 
at the school where she worked.  Yvonne 
offered to talk Amanda through how to care 
for the little orphan, but Amanda felt that 
its best chance for survival was with PDP 
and graciously offered to drive it to 
Albuquerque so that we could care for it.  
Amanda and her husband, Sloan, arrived 
Saturday morning with their tiny charge, 
whom they had dubbed Brownie.  Yvonne 
put him on the scale to get a baseline 
weight—only 88 grams.  (The pups she was 
syringe-feeding were already up to 120 
grams each.) 

 
Brownie’s first weigh-in 
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As for the pups with the misaligned incisors, we had trimmed their teeth several times, and it was apparent that 
the teeth would never meet and would have to be removed.  Without incisor teeth, they would have been at a 
serious disadvantage in the wild, so we found homes for them as well.  We released their mom on the refuge 
with the rest of the prairie dogs captured in the spring.  
 

 
                       Nap time 
 
A Lesson on Squirrels 
 
In late 2016, the New Mexico Department of Transportation contracted with us to clear prairie dogs from the 
areas around the intersection of Indian School Road and Tramway Blvd.  Our crew worked diligently over the 
2017 capture season to remove 125 prairie dogs.  We followed up in 2018 and relocated eight more prairie dogs 
plus three squirrels.  We had fulfilled our obligations under the contract, but we knew that there were still a few 
prairie dogs left on the southeast corner next to Walgreens.  In spring 2019, Frances H.G. decided to try her luck 
at catching these last few holdouts.  She trapped half a dozen times with minimal success.  When there are just a 
few prairie dogs left in a colony, they are especially wary, which makes catching the last ones extremely difficult. 
 
Frances’ first capture was a squirrel.  In fact, it was the first squirrel that Frances had ever caught.  While 
transferring it from the trap to a kennel, something went wrong.  She wasn’t quite sure what she’d seen—it was 
just a blur.  In the next second, she turned and saw a squirrel running along the wall beside her and realized that 
the squirrel had escaped by slipping through the narrow gap between the trap and the side of the kennel door.  
Frances caught a second squirrel that day, and when she brought it to the staging facility, she told C. Rex about 
her escapee.  He told her that she was not the first person to have a squirrel escape while being transferred to a 
kennel, as squirrels are much more agile than prairie dogs.  C. Rex explained that, for that very reason, he usually 
did not transfer squirrels to kennels in the field but left them in the trap until returning to the staging facility. 
 
Over a couple of weeks, Frances managed to bring in two prairie dogs and three squirrels.  She wondered if any 
of the three squirrels she brought in was the one that had escaped.  The answer to that became clear one day 
when she arrived on site and peered over the wall.  At the sight of her face, a squirrel bolted across the ground 
and down a burrow.  Frances had never seen a squirrel move that fast before.  That, she believed, was the one 
that got away, and it was not likely to go into a trap again anytime soon, if ever!  
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A Wet and Chilly Spring Release 
 
After a busy 2019 spring capture season, there were 94 prairie dogs in our staging facility waiting to be released.  
C. Rex rounded up a half dozen volunteers and coordinated with Sevilleta NWR Biologist Jon E. for an April 17 
release, but the plan soon changed.  On that day, Jon would be attending a class for U.S. Fish and Wildlife 
Service biologists from around the country.  Also, he had been tasked to assist in the field portion of the class, 
and he decided to include the prairie dog release as a hands-on experience for the attendees.  Between the class 
members and volunteers from Amigos de la Sevilleta, there would be more than enough hands to accomplish the 
release, and C. Rex and Mike T. could handle the job of loading prairie dogs and transporting them to the refuge. 
 
It was a chilly morning.  Since it was spring, C. Rex and Mike didn’t have to start loading prairie dogs into 
kennels until 5:45 a.m.  (Summer releases start even earlier.)  They made quick work of it.  By 6:45, they had the 
Suburban loaded with all the kennels, 100 pounds of feed, and 100 pounds of carrots that C. Rex had cut the day 
before.  While driving down to the refuge, they noticed the low-slung grey stratus clouds hugging the horizon 
and wondered if there might be rain before they could get the prairie dogs into the ground. 
 
At the release site, Jon had all the participants introduce themselves.  There were USFWS biologists from all over 
the country, even one from Puerto Rico, and all were excited about the chance to release prairie dogs.  Jon 
briefed the group on prairie dog handling techniques, safety, and what to look out for when walking on the 
refuge.  He divided the biologists and assigned experienced prairie dog handlers to supervise each group.  A fine 
mist was already coming down as everyone loaded up with kennels and feed bags.  The groups headed out into 
the field en masse and then fanned out in search of “good” burrows. 
 
 

 
               USFWS biologists carrying prairie dogs out to release site 
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A New Home for a New Family 
 
Around the beginning of May last year, PDP received a call from a lady asking for help relocating a family of 
raccoons.  The mother raccoon and her litter were living under the woman’s mobile home and feasting off the 
pears in her tree and the grubs in her garden.  Using a borrowed trap, the woman had already caught one of the 
kits, but was at a loss at what to do next.  Yvonne B. dispatched Debbie S. to size up the situation.  Debbie was 
the perfect person for the job because she had raised a litter of orphan raccoons at the age of nine or ten when 
she lived on a farm in Illinois. 
 
Debbie drove to the woman’s property near Louisiana Blvd. and San Francisco Road NE.  The captured kit 
looked to be about five or six pounds and had its teeth, so Debbie guessed that it was about three or four 
months old and had been weaned.  She brought the kit back to her house and transferred it to large cage.  Then 
she returned with four traps and baited each with cat food, a bowl of salmon, and slices of corn on the cob.  
Debbie caught two kits on the first day and the rest of the family on the second.  She could see that the mom’s 
teats were dried up, confirming that the pups were indeed weaned.  Back at her house, she transferred each kit to 
the large cage, but left the mom in the trap overnight. 
 
The next morning the family feasted on corn, oats, and salmon cat food at Debbie’s raccoon bed and breakfast.  
At 7:00, Debbie loaded the cage and trap into the back of her van and headed up I-25 and then turned onto 
highway NM 4 toward the Jemez Mountains.  When she hadn’t seen a house or cabin for a while, she turned 
onto a dirt road.  After winding along the road for ten miles or so without seeing any man-made structures, 
Debbie came upon an open space divided by a little stream.  There were pine trees all around, and patches of 
snow glistened under the noon-day sun.  It seemed like the perfect spot to release the raccoon family. 
 
Debbie backed her van down into a little gully so that her tailgate was nearly level with the ground.  She opened 
the large cage first.  One kit moved to the door tentatively and then ambled away into the tall grass.  Two more 
followed.  Then the last one turned and looked at Debbie before leaving the cage and heading off in a different 
direction than the other kits had.  Finally, Debbie opened the trap.  Mom raccoon took off toward the lone kit.  
Debbie could see by the movement in the grass that she was herding it back toward the others. 

Everyone got the chance to release a prairie dog, 
or two, or three, or more.  The falling mist was 
smearing their faces, and glasses, and camera 
lenses.  It never really “rained,” exactly, but the 
mist was enough to soak through clothes, and 
the ground got slick and slippery.  But no one 
complained.  There were smiles all around. 
 
Once the last prairie dog was tucked into a 
burrow and the last of the food distributed, 
everyone helped carry the empty kennels back to 
the Suburban.  C. Rex and Mike headed for 
home with the Suburban’s heater on high, their 
wet-clad bodies stuck to the seats.  Still, there is 
always a sense of accomplishment following a 
release.  And, of course, C. Rex looked forward 
to having his garage back once the staging 
facility was cleaned.  
 
 
 

 
Sevilleta NWR biologist, Jon E., supervises 
release of a prairie dog. 
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Debbie breathed a sigh of relief, got back in her van, and headed for home.  Unfortunately, there had been 
several forks in the road, and somewhere along the way, she took a wrong turn.  It took her 20 minutes to find 
her way back to the highway.  After that, she could relax and enjoy the scenic route back to Albuquerque, 
content in the knowledge that the raccoons had a fine new home.  
 
A Most Elusive Prairie Dog 
  
As spring gave way to summer last year, PDP received a call from a concerned citizen who lives in the Northeast 
Heights.  She reported that there was a prairie dog living in a yard at the corner of Madrid St. and Comanche 
Road NE.  The property was being flipped, and the house was vacant except for the men performing the 
renovations.  We were surprised to hear of a prairie dog there as it is almost a mile away from the nearest colony 
located at Tramway Blvd.  We were equally concerned because the house would no doubt soon be sold or leased, 
and the new residents might not take kindly to the little squatter in the yard. 
 
Margaret D. was dispatched to catch the prairie dog, a feat which proved to be quite challenging!  Over a week 
and half, she tried four times to catch the wily rodent.  Each time that Margaret set out traps, the prairie dog 
retreated underground and stayed there.  The prairie dog would not even poke its head above ground, and after a 
couple of hours, Margaret would retrieve the traps and go home disappointed.  She had pretty much given up 
hope of catching the prairie dog, so Yvonne B. asked Frances H.G. to try.  Frances set out traps a couple of 
times, waited for over three hours, and came home just as disappointed as Margaret. 
 
Frances decided that a different approach was in order and enlisted C. Rex’s help to flush out the prairie dog.  
The problem was that this prairie dog was quite the dedicated burrow digger.  There were almost 20 burrow 
openings in the side yard and another ten or so on the other side of the fence in the backyard.  Because this 
prairie dog was so cautious, it would surely backfill the opening of whatever burrow it was in as soon as it heard 
the other burrows being flushed.  Frances devised a plan whereby she would drive by the property often; if the 
prairie dog was out, she would watch what burrow it went down and call C. Rex to come with the tanker.  This 
prairie dog was so cautious that it might even backfill its burrow as soon as it saw the tanker pull up, so they’d 
need to determine beforehand where to park the tanker.  The alley behind the house was frequently used by 
patrons of the businesses along Juan Tabo Blvd.  If they parked there, they’d need to make sure there was 
enough room to allow the business traffic to flow out onto Comanche Road. 
 
As C. Rex and Frances set out on their reconnaissance mission, it started to sprinkle.  C. Rex pulled the 
Suburban and tanker into the alley and began sizing up the clearance when suddenly Frances shouted, “There it 
is!”  C. Rex raced to untether the hose and start the pump motor while Frances kept her eyes locked on the 
burrow down which she’d seen the prairie dog disappear.  C. Rex flushed the prairie dog—a healthy female—
from the burrow in short order.  Apparently, she had only recently begun construction on that particular burrow, 
for it was only a couple of feet deep and did not afford much room to accomplish a backfill.  This smart, 
industrious prairie dog that had eluded us for so long was soon reintroduced to prairie dog society.  We released 
her on the refuge where she could find companionship and dig burrows to her heart’s content.  
 
Flora 
 
One morning in late June last year, a young woman, Angelica M., awakened to the sound of her dog, Carbon, 
barking incessantly.  She thought she heard a squeaking sound in between the Great Dane’s barks, so she got up 
to investigate.  Carbon was jumping up and down.  When he saw Angelica, he ran to her and then turned his 
head back as if to say, “Come see what I found.”  She followed Carbon across the yard and was aghast to learn 
that his new toy was a small squirrel. 
 
In an instant, Angelica grabbed Carbon’s collar to pull him back from the squirrel.  She retrieved his leash and 
tethered him to a fence post, then ran into the house to find a shoe box and a pair of gloves.  Kneeling down in 
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front of the frightened animal, Angelica could see the blood on its fur.  As she gently wrapped her gloved hands 
around the squirrel, it let out a screech.  Once the squirrel was securely in the box, Angelica started calling 
whoever she could think of to find help.  It took four or five calls before someone referred her to PDP. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Yvonne prepared accommodations for Flora in the “rodent room,” home to a number of animals that had been 
deemed un-releaseable.  Her cage was regularly filled with fresh hay, and sunflower seeds, shredded carrot, and 
mixed veggies were served up daily.  Flora was able to move around her cage, but never regained mobility to the 
point that Yvonne thought she should be released.  On occasion, Yvonne tried to pet Flora, but was greeted by 
the little squirrel’s argumentative chatter.  
 
Late on the night of January 5 this year, as Yvonne clicked away on her computer in the next room, she heard 
Flora make a little chirping sound, quite different, she thought, from the squirrel’s usually argumentative tone—it 
seemed even peaceful.  The next morning when Yvonne went in to check on Flora, she found that the little 
squirrel had passed away.  Were it not for Angelica, Flora’s life would have ended five months prior.  As Yvonne 
grieved, she hoped that the care she’d provided in those months had given Flora some sense of contentment.  
 
Olive Garden Rescue 
 
Prairie dogs have long lived around the perimeter of the shopping center on Eubank Blvd. just north of 
Interstate 40, where there’s an Olive Garden restaurant and a Chinese buffet.  Some years the prairie dogs have 
even dug burrows in the parking lot’s medians.  At the beginning of summer last year, Frances H.G. noticed that 
several new burrows appeared to have been dug right next to the sidewalk along Eubank.  Worried that pups 
might wander into traffic, she started feeding at the site.  
 
One day, Frances saw that someone had placed bricks and pieces of concrete in the mouths of the burrows just 
behind the Olive Garden.  When she talked to the restaurant’s management, they denied having had anything to 
do with blocking the burrows.  Luckily, the encounter did yield some important intel—Frances learned that 
Olive Garden’s parent company had purchased the shopping center and was planning major construction 
sometime in the next two years.  She was more concerned for the prairie dogs than ever and convinced that the 
site should be flushed before the season was up. 
 

Yvonne B. could hear the 
panic in Angelica’s voice.  
She quickly dispatched 
Margaret D. to retrieve the 
squirrel from Angelica and 
get it checked by our vet.  
Though Dr. Levenson 
detected no broken bones, 
the young female squirrel 
seemed to have decreased 
mobility in her back legs.  
There might have been some 
nerve damage, and only time 
would tell if she would 
return to full function.  
Yvonne took over the young 
squirrel’s care and named her 
Flora since she was found on 
Flora Vista Ave.  
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C. Rex came out to flush in mid-August and Frances came along to help.  The fence along the parking lot’s 
perimeter was a major obstacle since there are prairie dog burrows on both sides.  Frances’ job was to wrangle 
the hose over and around the fence and cover each burrow after C. Rex flushed it.  They caught nine prairie dogs 
that day—a good start! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Margaret, the Squirrel Wrangler 
 
Margaret D. is PDP’s board member in charge of singleton rescue, catching lone prairie dogs that get separated 
from their colonies, usually winding up in some human resident’s yard.  We get several calls from homeowners 
every year, but often times as not, the animal in question is a squirrel rather than a prairie dog.  PDP has no 
qualms about sending Margaret out to relocate a squirrel.  Squirrels are, after all, prairie dogs’ closest relatives in 
the animal kingdom.  In recent years, Margaret has relocated far more squirrels than prairie dogs.  She relocated 
eight squirrels in 2019. 
 
In July last year, we received a call from Christine C., asking for help to remove several squirrels from her 
backyard on the west side of town.  She wanted to borrow a humane trap and explained that she knew how to 
use one, so we obliged.  Every couple of days, Christine captured one of the juvenile squirrels, four in all, and 
Margaret transported each to our staging facility.  When at last Christine captured the mom, the entire family was 
reunited.  Margaret released them in a nice wooded area where there was plenty of food and shelter. 
 
In September, Margaret saw a post from one of her Facebook friends, Lauren W., asking if anyone could help 
remove an animal that had found its way into her kitchen wall.  Margaret responded that she was a wildlife 
rescuer and would be happy to help.  She grabbed a couple of traps, some greens, and corn and headed to 
Lauren’s house in Los Lunas.  There she found a hole in the wall behind Lauren’s fridge.  She placed a trap on 

 
Mike T. and Sugaree 
 

The following week, C. Rex and Frances returned 
to the site along with Mike T. for another round of 
flushing.  The excursion proved less successful 
than the first—they only caught one prairie dog.  
Through the end of August and early September, 
Frances made several trips out to the site to trap, 
bringing in four additional prairie dogs.  C. Rex and 
Mike caught three more when they flushed for the 
third time in mid-September.  All told, they 
removed 17 prairie dogs from the site, but there’s a 
little more to the story. 
 
On the second flushing trip, Mike had just started 
flushing a burrow when the water ran out.  As the 
guys walked away to go refill the tanker, Frances 
proceeded to pick up nets and towels.  Just then, 
she noticed a small box turtle sitting just inside the 
burrow that Mike had started flushing.  At any 
other site, they would probably have let it stay, but 
the planned construction meant that the turtle 
would need a new home too.  Mike volunteered his 
backyard for the turtle’s new digs.  He didn’t know 
the turtle’s sex, but he named it Sugaree (after the 
title of a Grateful Dead song).  Mike made sure that 
the turtle didn’t want for food, providing it with a 
buffet of lettuce and fruit.  
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each side of the fridge facing the hole, and within fifteen minutes, there was a squirrel in one of the traps.  
Margaret and Lauren released the squirrel on a vacant lot across the street. 
 
A week and a half later, PDP received a call from Chris O., a woman for whom Margaret had relocated a squirrel 
before.  Chris said that another squirrel had taken up residence underneath her backyard shed.  When Margaret 
got the call, she was out and about, so she had a trap in her car but no bait.  She proceeded to Chris’ house 
anyway and set out a trap baited with scraps of bacon and eggs from the breakfast she’d just eaten.  It wasn’t 
long before Margaret heard a noise from her hiding place on the side of the house.  She peered around the 
corner and saw the squirrel inspecting the trap from the back side.  After about ten minutes, Margaret heard 
another sound and craned her head to get another look.  The squirrel was moving toward the front of the trap, 
and when it found the open end, bolted into the trap.  “Well,” Margaret said to herself, “I guess it wanted 
breakfast.”  She let the squirrel finish its meal and then whisked it away to the same wooded area where she had 
released the squirrel family back in July.  
 
Editor’s Note: When flushing, you fill a burrow with soap foam.  If no prairie dog comes out after the foam 
starts spilling over the rim of the burrow, you move on to the next burrow.  Sometimes, prairie dogs take a little 
longer to decide to come out.  A prairie dog shrouded in soap foam that runs out of the burrow you just flushed 
while you are flushing the next burrow is what we in PDP refer to as a ghost prairie dog.  Now you’re ready for 
Mike’s story. 
 
Why I Like Flushing 
By Mike T. 
 
While out flushing with C. Rex in late August, I had two new experiences.  Ed L. from NMDOT was with us 
taking pictures for the department’s Facebook page.  All of a sudden, he said to me, “Dude, right behind you.”  
There was a ghost prairie dog from the burrow C. Rex had just flushed.  She was frantically searching burrows I 
had just finished covering.  The poor gal had nowhere to run, and what she did next really surprised me.  I had 
my net over one of the neighboring burrows that I was flushing.  She ran right at me and down into my net.  I 
was so surprised to have a prairie dog going into my net from the opposite direction that I almost lost her.  She 
became tangled in my net, so all I had to do was reach down and pick her up.  This was the first time I had 
captured a prairie dog going into my net from the opposite direction. 
 
As I continued flushing, I’ll be damned if there wasn’t another ghost prairie dog running frantically about.  He 
was quick but beginning to tire.  He was a fat, older prairie dog, but still basically a lot quicker than me.  I was 
about to give up when he actually stopped in his tracks.  After one swing and a miss with my net, I finally got the 
net over the poor guy.  This was my first successful run-down of a ghost prairie dog, making two firsts for me in 
one day.  That’s one reason I enjoy flushing so much.  New, different, and exciting situations keep coming up, 
and just when you think you’ve seen it all… 
 
It takes me back to my very first capture of a prairie dog.  Back when I was young, and C. Rex was teaching me 
proper flushing technique, I finally got the nerve up to try it myself.  C. Rex was watching over me, and I looked 
up to ask him something.  It only takes a second of not paying complete attention to screw up.  Right then, the 
prairie dog came barreling out of the burrow and escaped under my net.  The race was on!  Both C. Rex and I 
gave chase across the field, with me feeling like I’d really screwed up.  So, off we ran after the poor prairie dog.  
C. Rex, being in better shape than I, finally caught the prairie dog, long after I’d run out of air and given up.  As 
he was walking back toward me, prairie dog in hand, he said something I’ll never forget, “I’ll bet this is one 
totally freaked out prairie dog.”  To this day, I do my best not to freak out the prairie dogs I’m trying to help.  
 

“Life is as dear to a mute creature as it is to man.  Just as one wants happiness and fears pain, 
just as one wants to live and not die, so do other creatures.” ― Dalai Lama 
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Belen Prairie Dog Rescue 
By Ray W. 
 
It’s one of my pet peeves, people who just don’t know their animals.  I recall many instances when I was 
photographing animals at the Albuquerque BioPark where people didn’t bother to read the signs but “knew” the 
animals anyway.  A mother would tell her children to watch the tiger.  No, I wanted to shout—it’s a jaguar!  Or a 
family member would point to what obviously was an orangutan and exclaim, “I think it’s a chimpanzee.” 
 
So, when KRQE aired a story on September 5 last year about gophers overrunning a sports park in Belen, I was 
skeptical.  The video proved it.  These must have been the largest and most sociable gophers anywhere in the 
state.  Well, of course, KRQE got it wrong, and the mayor of Belen got it wrong.  They were our native 
Gunnison’s prairie dogs. 
 
I did send KRQE an email the following day pointing out the differences between gophers and prairie dogs and 
posed the bigger question: how can Prairie Dog Pals assist with this?  The video did show a large number of 
prairie dogs occupying two ballfields in Belen’s Eagle Park, a large recreation facility adjacent to I-25.  The 
ballfields had been locked and closed to children over safety concerns.  
 
City officials were quoted as saying that the issue was being addressed and that the animals would be gone in a 
few weeks.  One had to wonder exactly how these prairie dogs would be gone in a few weeks.  Comments like 
these are not generally reassuring.  Humane removal seemed unlikely, so the logical assumption was that Belen 
would do what so many cities and counties in the West have done, and that is to use poison. 
 
Eagle Park was not an unfamiliar area to PDP.  C. Rex had done a site survey there two years prior, counting 
approximately 80 burrows and providing the city of Belen an estimate for humane removal.  As is often the case 
when we provide estimates, we did not get a response. 
 
When I contacted Belen Parks and Recreation officials, they seemed receptive to the idea of PDP assisting them 
with the removal of the prairie dogs from the ballfields.  A meeting was set for September 9, and I was able to 
survey the area, estimate the number of animals, and provide the city with an estimate.  In the two years since C. 
Rex had done his survey, the number of prairie dogs had increased dramatically.  I counted just over 300 
burrows, up over threefold from the prior estimate.  Taking into account the unused borrows, I estimated there 
were 100 to 125 prairie dogs on the two fields and areas immediately surrounding the fields. 
 
These prairie dogs had it good.  Not only was there fresh green grass to eat, but it was continually watered by an 
automatic sprinkler system, even though the fields were not in use.  Also, since the fields were fenced and 
locked, these animals were safe from harassment of any kind.  It seemed a shame to have to move them. 
Despite the increase in animals, I gave Belen an estimate only slightly more than the prior one.  I really did not 
want them to look into “alternative” methods.  Mid-September is very late to be starting a relocation job.  
Normally, prairie dogs should be adjusting to their new home and preparing for the coming winter by then. 
 
It was not until September 18 that our contract was approved, and we were able to start flushing the field.  Mike 
T. and I prepared for long days.  We were out by 8:30 every morning and planned to accomplish the job in a 
week, as these animals needed to be released soon.  The first day was very successful with 30 animals captured.  
By September 27, we had finished the two fields and had captured a total of 96 prairie dogs. 
 
While the flushing was uneventful, we did make an interesting historical discovery.  Many of the burrows were 
found to have significant numbers of glass pieces mixed in the mounds.  These ranged in size from half an inch 
to as large as three inches across and came in a range of colors.  Upon closer examination, we found these to be 
fragments of old bottles, such as soda, milk and medicine bottles, as well as dishes of all kinds that seemed to be 
from the 1950s.  Some of the old medicine bottles in green and brown glass were unbroken.  Later we learned 
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that the ballfields had been built atop what had once been a landfill.  Prairie dogs, being the marvelous 
excavators that they are, were unearthing bits of history. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
2019 Site Summary 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
In 2019, we relocated 646 prairie dogs (including a few that went into foster care), plus 12 squirrels, 5 raccoons, a 
rabbit, and a box turtle.  
 
 

“For centuries, some poets, have tried to give a voice to the animals, and readers, some readers, have felt empathy 
and sorrow.  If animals did have voices, and they could speak with the tongues of angels—at the very least with 
the tongues of angels—they would be unable to save themselves from us.  What good would language do?  Their 
mysterious otherness has not saved them, nor have their beautiful songs and coats and skins and shells and eyes.”  

― Joy Williams 
 
 

Tramway Blvd. 
Central Ave.  47   Graziella S., C. Rex,  
                                           Mike 
Cloudview Ave.  31   Graziella, C.Rex 
Lomas Blvd.             29   C. Rex, Graziella,  
                                           Frances 
Indian School Road  2    Frances 
Fire Station 8     8    Graziella, Frances 
Candelaria Road          29    C. Rex 
Comanche Road  1    C. Rex 
Montgomery Blvd.  5    C. Rex 
Police substation   5    C. Rex, Ray 
ABQ Ranch Estates  4    Ray 
 

I-40 Corridor 
Eubank Blvd.                  47 C. Rex & Mike T. 
Juan Tabo Blvd.              67 C. Rex, Mike, Debbie S.  
Los Altos Golf Course    41 Ray W. 
Las Colinas                43 C. Rex & Mike 
 
Out of Town 
Los Lunas            4      C. Rex, Ray 
Los Lunas (Owlville)         10      C. Rex, Ray 
Belen           37     Debbie, C. Rex, Mike 
Belen (Eagle Park, TSC)     107    Ray, Mike 
Bosque Farms                    103     C. Rex, Mike, Ray 
Other                                     9    C. Rex, Mike 
 
 
 

Toward the end of our week in Belen, we 
were approached by two contractors with 
another “emergency” job.  They told us 
on a Friday that grading for a Tractor 
Supply Company store would start on 
Monday and that the area was packed with 
prairie dogs.  Fortunately, many of the 
burrows on the Tractor Supply site were 
unoccupied, and so after a weekend of 
work there, we saved anther 20 animals. 
 
While our relocation work was much later 
in the season than we would have wished, 
I think we were very successful in saving 
over 100 prairie dogs from certain death.  
Hopefully, we also established a good 
relationship with Belen city officials that 
will lead to more rescues in the future if 
needed.  We just hope they will give us a 
little more time in the future.  
 
 

 
Prairie dog burrow with shards of glass at Belen’s Eagle Park 
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Yard Sales 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

We originally planned to hold the first sale in mid-May, prior to the start of our summer relocation operations.  
The temperature would still be pleasant, and the afternoon traffic from a nearby elementary school which was 
still in session might boost our sales.  Unfortunately, a water leak at the planned location “soaked” our plans, 
leaving us searching for another venue.  The new date was set for the end of June, by which time the summer 
relocation season was in full swing, and sale items that had been stored in the staging facility had to be moved to 
accommodate prairie dogs.  Our great crew of volunteers overcame all these challenges.  
 
On the day of the sale, the sun shone brightly with nary a cloud in sight.  We had a large assortment of items for 
sale, including furniture, appliances, household items, children's items, pet supplies, lots of knickknacks, and a 
new commodity that we had not offered in the past—plants.  Thanks to volunteers who had started the plants in 
late winter and spring, we had echeveria (commonly known as “hen and chicks”), four o’clocks, cacti, and 
strawberry plants to sell. 
 
Sales were brisk until about mid-afternoon, when the temperature approached 100 degrees and the flow of 
customers tapered off.  Much like prairie dogs on a hot afternoon, our volunteers longed to retreat to a cool 
burrow for a siesta, but there was still much work to be done.  By close of business, we had netted close to $650, 
a pretty good haul, all things considered.  Someone had stolen one of our road signs.  We were not sure if they 
took it to use for their own sale or to squash competition from ours. 
 
We held our second sale of the year, a two-day event, at Frances L.G.’s house on September 20 and 21.  Located 
a stone’s throw from the intersection of Lomas Blvd. and Morris St. NE, it is a great venue for a yard sale, as 
there is a steady stream of traffic down both these major thoroughfares.  This was a mammoth sale!  We started 
setting up at 6 a.m. on Friday morning and didn’t get finished with packing up until 8 p.m. on Saturday night. 
 
Fortunately, we had lots of volunteers to handle the various tasks throughout the weekend.  It was Peggy’s first 
PDP yard sale, and her bilingual skills proved indispensable.  In addition to the merchandise tables, we had an 
educational outreach table manned by Jim and one of his foster Gunnison’s prairie dogs, Chippie, on his first 
outing as a PDP spokesrodent.  The sale was a huge success!  We had $1,300 in sales, plus we received two $100 
donations.  No doubt our sales were stoked by Debbie’s salesmanship—we’re all convinced that she could sell 
sawdust to a lumber mill. 
 

We held two yard sales in 2019.  Since the 
discontinuation of the Weems International Artfest, 
our annual yard sales have become our most 
important fundraisers; consequently, we are 
extremely grateful to prairie dog pals Ray W., Tania 
S.W., Frances L.G., and Debbie S. for letting us 
invade their spaces for days as we prepared for and 
conducted the sales.  In addition to our hosts, PDP 
thanks the other volunteers who worked to make 
the sales a success: C. Rex, Carolyn (C.J.) M., 
Frances H.G., Graziella S., Jim T., Loretta G., 
Margaret D., Peggy M., Sharyn D., and Yvonne B.  
Most of all, we want to thank the folks who donated 
items for sale.  Without YOU, we could not hold 
these yard sales!  We wish to extend special thanks 
to Shirley P., who donated so many items that we 
needed to find extra storage space ahead of the sale.  
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Some of the items that had been donated were just too nice to sell at a yard sale, so we have been selling these 
through online marketplaces.  As for the yard sale items, we have in years past donated items that didn’t sell to 
other animal welfare groups following each sale.  In 2018, Debbie offered to store items between yard sales so 
that we would have multiple chances to sell them.  Over time, however, our inventory grew to an unmanageable 
size, with some items having been through multiple yard sales without selling.  At the end of this last yard sale, 
we decided to cull our inventory of clothes, books, VCR tapes, and about half of the remaining knick-knacks by 
donating them to Animal Humane New Mexico.  Rest assured, we appreciate all of your donations and make 
every effort to convert them to funds for the benefit of prairie dogs! 
 
These yard sales are a good source of income for PDP.  If you are considering parting with some of your 
treasures, call Debbie S. at 505-205-7966 to coordinate a time to drop them off.  As we are a not-for-profit 
charity, your donation would be tax deductible; however, with changing tax laws, we are currently unsure how 
much can be deducted.  
 
Outreach 
 
2019 was a busy year for Outreach Coordinator Jim T. in his mission to educate people about prairie dogs, their 
importance to grassland ecosystems, and the threats to their survival.  His foster prairie dogs serve as official 
PDP spokesrodents—seriously, they have their own business cards!  These well-received presentations also 
boost PDP’s finances, as Jim often receives donations and sells a few of our plush prairie dogs. 
 
On April 20, Jim represented PDP at a meeting of the Prairie Dog Coalition of the Humane Society of the 
United States in Boulder, Colorado.  This coalition is an alliance of non-profit organizations, concerned citizens, 
and scientists dedicated to the protection of imperiled prairie dogs and restoration of their ecosystems.  Jim gave 
a short presentation which included a burrow-cam video.  He also brought home $200 from donation and the 
sale of plushies.  
 
Board member C.J. M. and her dog, Pabu, joined Jim and his foster Fussy (a female Gunnison’s prairie dog) at 
the Valles Caldera National Preserve’s Fieste en el Valle on Saturday, June 8.  Attendance was down a bit from 
previous years, but that did not put a damper on the event.  It was Fussy’s debut as a spokesrodent, and she was 
terrific!  Even though it was a long day (six hours), she remained alert yet relaxed, engaging her many fans.  It 
seemed to Jim that Fussy was actually enjoying the outing, as if she were on a visit “home.” 
 
In late June, Jim made a return engagement at the Meadowlark Senior Center in Rio Rancho, where he gave his 
“Prairie Dogs in Peril” lecture to an enthusiastic audience of 50 residents and staff.  Fussy was especially 
captivating that day, “talking” to the audience in a soft chatter.  Jim took in $52 in donations and sales. 
 
A week later, Jim gave a presentation to 16 children and three adults at a camp sponsored by Shady Lakes Bass 
and Trout.  It was the first time that he’d done it without PowerPoint slides, but it went well, and all had a good 
time!  Fussy, by that time an old pro, kept the group entertained.  
 
St. Francis Episcopal Church in Rio Rancho held a pet blessing at Cabezon Park on October 5.  Jim and Debbie 
S. tabled.  Chippie (a young male Gunnison’s) served as spokesrodent and, of course, also received his blessing 
from the priest. 
 
On November 2, Jim tabled at the Sevilleta NWR’s Fall Family Fair, where 130 children and adults spent the 
afternoon playing games, doing crafts, going on hikes, and learning about the refuge and its wildlife.  Chippie 
served as spokesrodent.  Still extra cute at seven months old, he drew lots of attendees to Jim’s table.  And they 
raised $60 for PDP. 
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Jim drove to Las Vegas NWR (246 miles round trip) on November 17 to give two “Prairie Dogs in Peril” 
lectures.  The 17 folk who attended got to see two species of prairie dogs.  Chippie shared spokesrodent duties 
with Rosebud, one of Jim’s foster black-tailed prairie dogs.  The experience was a bit unnerving for Rosebud, 
who is blind, but she was calmed by the sound of Jim’s voice.  Considering it was her first outreach, she did 
great.  The trio raised $60 in sales and donations. 
 
Bosque del Apache NWR hosted the 32nd annual Festival of the Cranes on November 20-23.  Photographers, 
birders, and wildlife enthusiasts from all over the country came together to celebrate the return of sandhill cranes 
to their winter home.  Becky D. and Ray W. joined Jim and Chippie to table at Wildlife Zone, a special family 
friendly event held on the last day of the festival.  They left Albuquerque at 5:45 a.m. and spent a full day (7:30-
4:00) sharing our message with a flood of guests.  They made it back to Albuquerque, exhausted, at 5:30 p.m. 
with $280 to support prairie dogs.  
 

 
     Jim T. educates visitors at the Festival of the Cranes 
 
In Memoriam 
 
Over the years, Jim T. has taken on the care of many prairie dogs, both un-releaseable Gunnison’s prairie dogs 
and black-tailed prairie dogs left abandoned from the pet trade.  Many of them have served as spokesrodents, 
accompanying Jim to outreach events. 
 
Three of his foster prairie dogs passed away in 2019.  Each of them came to him as an adult, so he had no way 
of knowing how old they were.  Toothy II was a male Gunnison’s.  He came into Jim’s care because of his dental 
issues.  Sweetie and Fussy were two female Gunnison’s that had lived in a limited natural environment.  Sweetie, 
as her name implies, was a gentle soul.  Fussy earned a different moniker due to her frequent chattering, but she 
turned out to be a very good spokesrodent.  She was calm but engaging.  Sometimes she even talked to her 
audiences.  Each of them left a little paw print on Jim’s heart.  
 

“Any glimpse into the life of an animal quickens our own and makes it so much the larger and better in every way.” 
                                                                                                                                            —John Muir 
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Top row: Sevilleta NWR Deputy Refuge Manager Renee R., Ray W. flushing at Owlville, C.J. M. at Valles 
Caldera’s Fiesta en el Valle 
Middle row: Jim T. educating the young generation on the importance of prairie dogs, Sharyn D.’s artwork for 
St. Paddy’s Day 2020 
Bottom row: a curious prairie dog at Owlville, boy with prairie dog face paint at Festival of the Cranes 
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PDP wishes to thank the generous individuals and 
organizations that have donated to our cause.  Here 
are the people who have donated to us in the past 
three years. 
 
Animal Advocates First Unitarian Church ABQ, NM 
Adam and Maureen W. Albuquerque, NM 
Adam and Sonya B. Rociada, NM 
Aimee A. Albuquerque, NM 
Amazon Smile  
Andrea H. P. Santa Monica, CA 
Ann Marie S. Franklin Square, NY 
Annie N. Albuquerque, NM 
Anthony G. and Lorraine S. G. Belen, NM 
April F. Santa Fe, NM 
April R. Albuquerque, NM 
Ashley J. Grapevine, TX 
Audrey U. and Bruce V. El Prado, NM 
B. J. Davis Albuquerque, NM 
Barbara a. E. Albuquerque, NM 
Barbel O. Manitou Springs, CO 
Becky D. Albuquerque, NM 
Betsy K. Sandia Park, NM 
Bill and Sharyn D. Sandia Park, NM 
Brian D. Scotland 
Buffalo Exchange Albuquerque, NM 
Carolina Y. Albuquerque, NM 
Carolyn M. Santa Fe, NM 
Catherine O. New Mexico 
Celina and Ralph L. Albuquerque, NM 
Christina G. Albuquerque, NM 
Coke S. Albuquerque, NM 
Corky and James S. Los Lunas, NM 
Darleen A. Belen, NM 
Debbie P. Jet, OK 
Debbie S. Albuquerque, NM 
Delores T. Alamagordo, NM 
Denise S. Santa Fe, NM 
Dennis and Graziella S. Albuquerque, NM 
Diane B. Albuquerque, NM 
Dianne B. and Tom B. Fort Wayne, IN 
Dick W. Sandia Park, NM 
Don and Carmen C. Albuquerque, NM 
Edie R. Albuquerque, NM 
Edmund Y. Albuquerque, NM 
Edwina A. Bowling Green, KY 
Gail P. Santa Fe, NM 
Gwyneth D. and Ronald C. Santa Fe, NM 
Jack and Laurel B. Albuquerque, NM 
James and Peggy M. Bosque Farms, NM 
James T. Albuquerque, NM 

Jane A. Sandia Park, NM 
Jane L. Albuquerque, NM 
Janice W. Rio Rancho, NM 
Jean L. Albuquerque, NM 
Jean W. Auburn, WA 
Jefferey B. Elgin, IL 
Jennifer H. online donation 
Jesse S. and Cheryl R. Crawford, TX 
Jessica M. Albuquerque, NM 
Jessie B. online donation 
Joan S. Queens Village, NY 
John and Carole S. Los Angeles, CA 
John and Judy S. Albuquerque, NM 
John and Peggy W. Owings, MD 
John P. Albuquerque, NM 
Jones C. Nanuet, NY 
Joyce S. and Jane H. Albuquerque, NM 
Judie C. Albuquerque, NM 
Judy C. Albuquerque, NM 
Judy G. and David P. Albuquerque, NM 
Julia W. Albuquerque, NM 
Karen D.C. and James C. Bosque Farms, NM 
Kathleen N. Buffalo, NY 
Kathryn S. Albuquerque, NM 
Kimberly K. Mancos, CO 
Larry S. online donation 
Laurie R. Santa Fe, NM 
Lisa J. and Tony V. G. Placitas, NM 
Lois and Tony M. Scotland  
Lois K. Albuquerque, NM 
Lynn and Alan D. Albuquerque, NM 
Mandie J. New Mexico 
Margaret K. Albuquerque, NM 
Margo D. and Tom Y. Salem, OR 
Mark S. and Suzette B. Lyons, OR 
Mary D. Tierra Amarilla, NM 
Mary Lynne and James L. Santa Barbara, CA 
Matthew L. New Mexico 
Merry and Bill S. Albuquerque, NM 
Michael S. and Ann A. Albuquerque, NM 
Monica S. Santa Rosa, NM 
N.C. B. Albuquerque, NM 
Nadine C. New Smyrna Beach, FL 
Nancy M. Albuquerque, NM 
Nancy M.-P. Las Cruces, NM 
Rachel S. Tijeras, NM 
Ralph L. and Brenda M. Albuquerque, NM 
Rebecca V. M. and Mitchell M. Palo Alto, CA 
Reggie C. Belen, NM 
Robert H. Albuquerque, NM 
Ronald and Mary S. Albuquerque, NM 
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Annual Meeting 
 
PDP held its annual meeting on February 9, 2020.  Here are some highlights.  In her opening statements, 
President Yvonne B. thanked Sharyn D. and Becky D. for their service as a board member and steward, 
respectively, and spoke about the need to find new volunteers to work as stewards.  She stated that she intends 
to redouble her efforts to get the mayor to designate February 2 to be Prairie Dog Day in the city of 
Albuquerque in perpetuity. 
 
Finance: Treasurer Ray W. reported that we had a $1500 surplus in 2019 (which is good because 2020 may be a 
lean year).  Our income is generated by contracts, donations, yard sales, and lately a few small crowdfunding 
efforts.  We also receive a quarterly donation from Kroger Foods, based on purchases of shoppers who are 
signed up with the Smith’s Inspiring Donations program and have designated PDP as their charity.  If you shop 
at Smith’s, please sign up.  Every little bit helps. 
 
Operations: C. Rex reported that we spent close to $3200 on food in 2019.  That amount would have been 
higher were it not for donations of produce from Costco and Whole Foods.  He discussed limiting the number 
of feeding sites by need to save money and reduce the burden on our stewards. 
 
Intergroup Coordination: Phil C. briefed attendees on a matters being considered by the state legislature that 
dealt with wildlife and land conservation.  There was spirited discussion on these issues by the meeting attendees. 
 
Media and Art: PDP surpassed 3000 followers on Facebook in 2019, mostly due to posts of Sharyn’s pictures, 
one of which got over 13,000 views.  
 
Legal: C.J. M, reported that there were no legal issues for PDP in 2019 and she mentioned that she monitors our 
Facebook page. 
 
Outreach Coordinator JimT. and Singleton Rescuer Margaret D. detailed their efforts in 2019.  Board Member 
At Large Graziella S. asked that we develop a prioritized list of sites that need to be trapped. 
 
A lively discussion followed about possible opportunities to promote PDP.  Complete minutes of the meeting 
are at http://prairiedogpals.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2020-GM-Minutes-FINAL-4.2.20.pdf  
 
2020 
 
Our spring capture season is already behind us, but summer is upon us.  The prairie dog pups recently emerged 
from their burrows, so we’ll soon be trapping and flushing.  A major project this year will be saving the largest 
colony in Albuquerque!  A developer is set to build apartments on the Las Colinas site.  Come help if you can, or 
volunteer to be a steward.  Stay well, prairie dog pals!  

Ruth C. Delray Beach, FL 
Sally C. Los Angeles, CA 
Samuel A. Tallahassee, FL 
Sara Jean L. Albuquerque, NM 
Sara S. Albuquerque, NM 
Sharon H. Albuquerque, NM 
Sheila P. Albuquerque, NM 
Shirley P. Albuquerque, NM 
Smith's Food & Drug  
Stephen and Karla B. Los Lunas, NM 

Steve A. and Alison G. Kalispell, MT 
Steve and Renee W. Carlsbad, NM 
Sue L. Tijeras, NM 
Susan D. Albuquerque, NM 
Therese G. Chicago, IL 
Tim H. Albuquerque, NM 
United Way Albuquerque, NM 
Valerie P. and Patrick K. Albuquerque, NM 
Wendy K. Albuquerque, NM 
William and Paula B. Albuquerque, NM 
William K. Sugarland, TX 
 
 

 

http://prairiedogpals.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/04/2020-GM-Minutes-FINAL-4.2.20.pdf
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Are you a supporter of 
Prairie Dog Pals? 
Here’s how you can help: 
 
Volunteer to be a steward, outreach spokesperson, relocator, 
or other prairie dog pal! 
Use your administrative skills to help us with our web site, 
PR, outreach, and more! 
Make a donation to support our work! 
 
We also accept additional donations of food and other 
needed supplies.   
 
I would like to support Prairie Dog Pals.  Enclosed is my 
check for $ ______ 
I would like to volunteer to help Prairie Dog Pals. Please 
contact me at the following:  
Name        

Phone        

Address       

City, State, Zip      

E-mail        
Send your tax deductible contribution to: Prairie Dog Pals, PO 
Box 14235, Albuquerque, NM 87191 
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